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Length sets of pal\-momially bounded DOL systems are considered by analyzing sets K n 
{n : n 64) where K is a DOL length set. It turns out th;lt DOL and PDOL systems beha\le in 
difkrent ways with respect to these sets. Especially, it follows that all DOL length sets- 
contrary to PDOL 1eFgth sets-are not genera:; d unambiguously, i.e. without repetitions, by 
DOL systems. Moreover it is proved that the number of axioms used determines an infinite 
hierarchy of length set families both in DOL and PDOL ca:e. 
One of the obviously useful directions of research in L. systems theory is a 
search for results which would allow one to prove that certain languages or length 
sets are not in certain families. Using such an approach it has been shown in [4] 
that many variations of L systems differ from each other through their length set 
generating power. In this paper we strengthen some of thece results. 
We use 11 structural characterization of a polynomially bounded DClL length 
sets, see [l], and derive frLtn this some results which can bc used to show Ithat 
certain length sets are not generated by a DOL or PDCL systeim. Moreover these 
results make it possilllc to give examples of length sets which ar*e not obtained as 
a union of i DOL or I’DOL length qets. 
Consequently we pr,)vide two infinite hierarchies of length ‘:e!. families w?thin 
the family of DFOL length sets. These hierarchies are based on the number of 
axioms used. In other words, ;f we denote by 5W(DFiOL) the farnil;: of lerngril :set> 
generated by DOL systems with i axioms. we show thar Y’9’(DF,0!2) is a prc ,W 
subset of Z’Y(DFi+lOL) for all i 2 1, and that the same holdc true for propagktincr, 
systems, too. 
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koqempq; kt~equentiy tkse families are incomparable. 
we call the xxrespond- 
exists a DX;OL system 
We also say that L; is generated by G, in s~&ols L = L(G). FOY a fan,;uage L we 
defins i& krgrtt set to be length L = {n : L contains a word of length n). So we 
may talk about, for instance, DJ%L fen@ sets or length sets generated by 
PI3 F&k systems. A length of a word x is denoted by 1x1. 
For t&c, fflmily of X systems the corresponding length set farnay is denoted by 
&S@(x). To avoid some trivialities we consider these families mod 0, i.e. the length 
sets difEer*t: snly through 0 are ident%ed, 
The following not&on is very essential i:l tkl LS pa.peI. For a language L, fmd a 
nirtwd mmber q we define 
less, II = {n : II e length L, n 6 q}. 
To avoid very cumbersome notations we use the above notation also for length 
sets, i.e. if L is a set of natural numbers then less4 L = (13 : n E L n s q}. The 
c;&inaEty of the finite set K is denoted by card K. 
Assume that (x,J and (Ye) ar: sequences of rea 1 nun~bers. Then we use the 
Mowing standard notations: (1) x, = O(y,,) denotes that there exists a constant A4 
.cr~h that IX,J GM iv,] for all n; (2) x,, = o(y,,) means that Jim,,, ~,/y,~ =0. 
In this section we establish some lemmas concern:ng poIyr omials. All polyno- 
mials used in this paper are over one vztriable and with rationaf coefficients. 
Moreover, the leading coefkienr is assumed to bl: positive. The set of such 
pcilynomials having degree k is denoted by Poll,,. 
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Lem 3.1. For any P in Po4 there exist positive real numbers CN and p such that 
cyqllk - ~~n,(P)QOk +p. (1) 
PROOF Let P(n) = ana + bd-* + * l l + e. We choose a real number c satisfying 
kdk-i)‘kC >)S) 
and define 
P,(n) = (a”kn + c)~ 
and 
P?(n) = (a’lkn - c)~. 
Then obviously 
Pz(n)s P(n)C PI(n) 
for n great enough. So we obtain 
n,(P2)3 n&9), n,(P,) 
for 9 great enough. So observing that 
rr,(P,) 2 C;Z-(llkJqllk - a-(lJk)C - 1 
and 
n,(P2)sa 4 -(l/k) Ilk + a-WklC 
we conciude that (1) is valid for 4 great enough with a! = a--“‘k’ and /3 = 
Q-(“~)c + 1. Since a finite number of exceptions can be taken care of by enlarging 
/3 the lemma holds. 
Remark i3.2. Observe that cy in the above lemma is of the form ylik where r is a 
rational number. 
Because of the equality n,(P) = card less,, (P( 11) : TV 3 0) t O(l) we g,eneraliz:e the 
r otion of n,(P) as follows. Let (P,, . . . , P,), where N 2 2, be a set of polyn3n1ials. 
Then for a natural num!wr q WC define 
nJP1, -. . , P,)=card less, {P,(n), . . . , P,(n): XX)). 
P-f af +&I& Fkst of aH we observe that there 
that for alI Jan, and nM 
R(n+j)>S(n) and S(n+j)>R(n). 
exists (3 natural number no such 
(2; 
This flows because R and S have a commoc leading ~oeffickn~ 
Now .asslime that {R(rt) : ra 23 0) n {S( n : n 2 0) is infinite. Then by (2) there must ) 
be an irteger jO such that R(n) = S(n + jo) for infinitely many IA. So the 
~iynomials R and S’, fxrhere S’ is dclfined by S’(n) = S( n f jo), assume the same 
value in&iteiy many times. Thus the pa@nomials R and S’ must coincide because 
thr y have a co-on leadbg coefficient. Hence the symmetric differ zce 
{R(M): nW]A{S(n): yo 30) is kite. 
RWBW& 3.5. Obviously the lemma is true for any finite set crf polynomials from 
Poi k satisfying the candi cion concerning leading coefficients. Observe further that 
thq: number cy is still o:! 1:he form /lJk with r rational, if these polynomials have a 
co I xnon leading coeffi cknt I 
Lemma 3.6. Let P(n) = m” + l l . + a0 and Q(n) = bn” +. F . -t b,. Then there exists 
Q wal number cu such thtzt 
n,(P, Q) = arq’jk +o(@“). 
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VI’S smaller than a given in1 eger q such that theri;: exists an integer n satisfying 
P(n) = Q(m) (3 
is of order o(qlik). 
%Gs is seen as follows. h:t e be any positive number. First we choose a real. v 
in such 9 way that we l:an kte 
P(n)=(Pn-t- b”kv)k tO(nke2). 
From this we conclude that for n great enough 
P(n) 3 (a’% + blfkv - blik&)k. 
Similarly we find a real number pi such that fQr m great enough 
Q(m)s (bljkm t blfkp + bl’k&)k. 
Hence the assumption P(n) = Q(m) leads to the .,nequality 
(4Wk nSm+p-v+2e. 
The above consideration together with the symmetric one guar’:ntee the 
existence of NE such that the necessary condition for the pair vL, m) with 
r;, m 3 NC to be the solution of (3) is 
m+y-E s (lJb)lfkn G m + y + E, (4) 
where y is a fixed rea;. Remember now that a = (G/b)‘lk is an irrational. This 
implies that the set {dn : n > 0) is uniformly distributed mod 1, see [7]. Thus we 
obtain 
lim N,n{m:3n:(n,m)salisfies(4)}z2E 
7 
m-- m 
where N, =iO, 1,. . . , m}. Because this is true for any E > 0 it follows that 
lim N, n(m : 3n : (n, m) satisfies (3)) -_. o 
m-a-= m 
which means that 
cardNmn{m:In:P(n)=Q(m)}=o(m), 
or equivalently, 
card less, (P(n) : n a 1) n (Q(m) : ~11 a 1) = (~(4 lik). 
Hence Lemma 3.6 follows from Lemma 3.1. 
&III&C 3.7, Again it is clear that the lemma is valid for any kite set of 
polynomials. nlioreover cy is of the form r!‘k -!- - - - + ,fik where yl. . . . , r-, m-c 
rationals and j is at most as great as the number of different leading ccrefici.xts of 
the polynomials coxidered. 
establish certain on DOI,, and 
PEIMB~ Because G has a rank. k @we? exist a natural number t and polynomials 
P 1, . . . , PN in Polk, see f?],_ such tilat 
1 
Aql/k _ B s card less, L(G) G A$‘” + B 
where A is furtkf of ttte fbnn rfJk with r rational. 
Pm& Falluw~ im&&a~Ay from the proof of Theorem 4.1 and the Remark 3.5. 
8ke~~~~k 4.S The proof of Theorem 4.1 tinplies that the above results are 
for DOZ. systems hav:ing a nondecreasing length sequence, i.e. for growing 
systems. 
(5) L 
valid 
ML 
It is interestrng to note t.hat Theorem 4.2 is not true for DOL systems in general, 
and thus it can te used to show that certain DOL length qets are not generated by 
2 POOL system. Indeed, for a DOL, length set 1, = {n2, 2n” : n B l}, cf. [3], card 
iess, L = (If l/&)-&+0(1), and because 1 + l/d-z is not of the form & with r 
rrstional, it follows that L is uot a PDOL hngth :;et. 
0n the other hand the form of A in Thcorena 4.2 is not the only reason why 
this result i’s not valid for ‘DOL systems. Th% is seen ss foil.ows. Let us cun!;ider a 
DOL length set 
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Then because of the proof of Lemma 3.6 we know that 
cardless,K= (l+ l/&)-&+o(Jq). 
However, it is not possible to repiace o(&$ by O(l), because the Pell’s equation 
let* = 2&+ 1 is known to have infinitely many solutions in integers, see [9]. 
AIthou@r Thmrem 4.2 does not hold for DOL systems t& rollowing analogy 
can be established. This result, which is a generalization of a result proved in [l], 
follow!: directly from Lemma 3.6 and the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
T$~orem 4.4. For any DOL system G of rank k there exists a real number A such 
?hclt 
card less, L(G) = Aq”’ +o($‘~). 
Remark 4.!& Obviously Theorem 4.4 is valid for DFOL systems, too. 
The langth set .K above is interesting cr also for another reason. It is obvious that 
any polynomially bounded DOL length sex generated unambiguously, i.e. without 
repetitions, satisfies (5) with the exception that A is allowed to be any real 
number. So we’ conclude 
Theorem 4.6. All DOL length sets are not generated unambiguousl,v by DOL 
systems. 
This is not true in connecttin with PDOL systems. In fact, for any YDOL length 
set one can effectively find a PDOL system generating this set l~nambiguously, see 
PI . 
We finish this secticn with the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.7. Let G1, . . . , Gi be PDOL systems such that they aEk have a rank k. 
7’her there exist rationd numbers Al, . . . , .Ai such that 
card less, I,( G,) U l l l U L( Gi) = (A i/k + * - l C A flk) 4 1’k + 0(4 1’k ). 
Prod Follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 4.1, Lemma 3.6 and 
Remark 3.7. 
9. The hieradies 
In this sectlion we establish the existence of two infinite hierarchies of length set 
families within the famiiy of ZY’(DFOL). First we generalize a result prclved in [4]. 
l/J%* ’ l -+-?/*&&+0(l). 
). Then, by our Lemma 4.7, there exist an 
1,. . . , d4i-j Such that -’ 
Hence vie g&t an kkntity 
1+1Ifi+*** +l/Gi’&+’ l ‘+JA,, 
which we rekrite as 
l+)&* l l t-llp,~i~~~~+“8+a,_j~~ 
where ak’s are rationale and bk’s are square-free integers. This is, however, 
irnpossibhe because of the underlying claim. 
The proof of, this claim is carried out by an induction on n. Obviously it is 
sufficient o show that A& does not belong to Q(G, . . . , &). 
We use the following strong result on the theory oE algebraic numbers, see [ LO]. 
Let r?l be any square-free positive integer. Then the smallest cyclotomic field 
crlnt.ain!ing Q(-J;;;> is 
Q(&.,j if m ~1 (mod 4) 
Q&J if M = 2,3 (mod 4) (6) 
where &, stands far a mth primitive root of unity. 
Now let 4 = q1 l +a 9qn+ and p = qq,,. ‘I’kzn by above 
So if -&i would lit in Q(&, . . . , &>, then by (6) either Q(&,)c Q&J or 
Q&,) c Q&J. But this is a contracktion because Q(&) is a proper subfield of 
0:’ y 5+) ana tke smallest kid containing Q(&,)t’ Q(&‘,) is just 3(6;,). Hence the 
&.rF ; - fo!lows. 
N-MI we &urn to DF,OL leng,.h sets. As shown in [3] the. family of D9L length 
sets .k not closed under union, i.e. all DFJK length sets are not in ZY(D0I.J. 
Hen: we generalize this resuk This is done by combining the structural properties 
drox [I] and rhe periodicity argument from [..?T 
LA 1 i be an arki9-ary fixwl naturel number. For j = Cl, . . . . i let al5 ii~f~CchC~ 
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length st ts 
Lj ={(i+ l)n’+*+j: n 3 1). 
Observe &at elements from Lj are congruent o i mod (i+ 1). Thus elements from 
difkrent &‘s are noncongruent mod (i + I). Using the above notations we now 
prove 
L~IWM 53. The set Mi = Lo U l . l ‘3 Li is not a DFiOL k,gth <set LOX my i 2 1. 
Procrf. Hecause the representation of Mi as a union of' 1,'s is unambiguous it 
follows :hat 
card less, Mi = CU,~ “* + l l l + ~iq”“+*’ + 0( 1), 
where o j = (j + 1)-(1’u’2”. 
(7) 
Now assume that Mi is generated by a DFOL system G = (2, h, O), and we are: 
going to show that the number of axioms in ,O is at lea st i + 1. First of all we 
observe, by (7), that there must be at least one axiom giving a square growth. 0n 
the otht:r hand, for any G, = (2, h, o> with o E 0 and de riving a square growth 
andforanyj=l,...,i 
length L(G,) f~ I+j is finite. W 
This is seen as follows. Remember now that any DOL length sequence is 
ultim:httly pxiodic modulo any integer, see [3]. So, because elements from 
different Lj’s are noncongruent mod (i + l), if length L(G,) n Lj would be infinitx 
then 
for slritably chosen positive A. This is, however, a contracicrion, and hence (8) is 
valid. 
From (8) we now conclude that there must be in 0 at kast one axiom deriving 
a cubic growth. Repeating the argument we obtain that fot each j = 0, . . . , i there 
must be at least one axiom deriving the growth of order nj+?-. So tke lemma 
follows. 
Now we a:e in the position where our m&n result follows easily. 
Tkorem 5.4 The following diagram holds tme 
SY’,DOL) c: Af%DF’,OL) c .%?(DF,OL) c - . . c yy’(i,~~~,) 
U U U /I 
Ef( PDOL) c 2’9’(PDF20L) c i%f(PDF,OL) c: - . - rs W’(p’DFOL,j 
T’hg a&o* %ie @&&I& Mr. ,K. E7Cnva22 $forh&!ping h the proof of Lemma 
5.1. ‘The thtid a&or is a&o gr@fG% to the He2gia11 Foundation for Scicnttic 
Research (WVVO) for support which made the work on this and other papers 
poskible. 
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